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Over 100 works of the well-known Edition Eulenburg series of scores from orchestral and choral

literature, chamber music and music theatre are now available in digital format. You can now enjoy

the yellow study scores digitally with one click in excellent reproduction quality.ÃƒÅ“ber 100 Werke

der berÃƒÂ¼hmten Edition Eulenburg Partiturreihe fÃƒÂ¼r Orchester- und Chorliteratur,

Kammermusik und Musiktheater sind nun auch in einer digitalen Aufbereitung erhÃƒÂ¤ltlich. In

optisch hervorragender Darstellung kann man die gelben Studienpartituren mit einem Klick jetzt

auch digital genieÃƒÅ¸en.
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"Symphonie fantastique" a five movements programmed symphony, based on Berlioz's

autobiography intermingled with imagination . The artist was crushed by an unrequited love to an

indifferent woman; unfulfilled love eventually leads him to self-destruction. The full story is described

in details.The musical score is unabridged, it contains also performer notes in three languages:

French, German and in English. The score is rich with detailed instructions for dynamics and



musical expressions . Musical notes are mostly clear and readable except in few overcrouded

locations a magnifying glass easily solves this problem. Bars are numbered and on top of each

page the movement's title are listed which makes it easy to refer back and forth, it ALSO simplifies

comparisons of different scores editions. This portable score is intended for concerts , study classes

or following while listening to a CD, it's not design for performing purpose (although it isn't

impossible). I follow the score while watching "Symphonie fantastique" on DVD ("European Concert

From Istanbul") being as close to a live concert as one can get. While watching the DVD, this

miniature score enables me to see in close up different playing techniques and performing parts that

otherwise could escape one's attention.Berlioz is considered the father of modern orchestration and

master of tune coloring, which its richness is clearly manifested in this miniature score.

If a robotic sound appears in VLC, just reset the player. Or just use Windows Media player. Bought

this for a class listening quiz but its good to the point I'd listen to it out of class. Worth the 5 bucks.

This book is from an interesting collection of classical music, but it is too small to try an play the

music from. My nephew explained to me after I bought it for him as a gift that the book is only

intended for following along when listening to the music being played by others. Works for me! ///
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